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Note from Pastor Kevin Lea: In Bill Nye’s video, he mocks 

people who believe in creation because he believes that 

dinosaurs are millions of years old.  I wonder what “The 

Science Guy” has to say about the scientific evidence piling 

up that dinosaur fossils contain soft tissue.  Even more 

surprising to those who believe in evolution, these soft 

tissues still contain Carbon 14 (indicating that the 

dinosaurs were alive less than 50,000 years ago – not the 65 

million years old that Bill Nye believes).  Extreme care was 

taken to make sure the samples were not contaminated, 

providing very compelling evidence that dinosaurs walked the earth in the recent past.  See 

related article at: http://calvarypo.org/HANDS/0949.pdf 

TV personality Bill “The Science Guy” Nye’s recent tongue-lashing for those who doubt evolution’s 

theory that sludge advanced itself to become man has drawn a response from renowned evangelist and 

author Ray Comfort. 

 “Bill Nye is living in the same dream-world as Charles Darwin, Richard Dawkins and their cut-and-paste 

clone believers,” Comfort told WND. “These devotees believe in the fairytale of evolution and quote 

Einstein (who wasn’t an atheist) and Mark Twain (who wasn’t an atheist) as though they too denied 

God’s existence, when they didn’t.” 

Nye’s ridicule for those to have faith in a Creator and His creation is contained in a 

YouTube Video titled “Creationism Is Not Appropriate For Children.” 

“Once in awhile I get people that claim they don’t believe in evolution,” he preaches. “My response is 

why not?”  He said if one doesn’t believe in evolution, “Your world view becomes untenable,” and 

forecast that “in a couple of centuries that worldview just won’t exist.” 

But Comfort, whose books include “Intelligent Design vs. Evolution: Letters to an Atheist,” “Nothing 

Created Everything” and “You Can Lead an Atheist to Evidence, but You Can’t Make Him Think,” was 

more amused than offended. 

“To use the word ‘evolution’ and the word ‘science’ in the same sentence is the ultimate oxymoron,” said 

Comfort. “There’s nothing scientific about a theory that is based on blind faith...” 
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